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This book is open access under a CC BY-NC 2.5 license. This book offers a devastating look
at deeply flawed development processes driven by international finance, African governments
and the global consulting industry. It examines major river basin development underway in the
semi-arid borderlands of Ethiopia, Kenya and South Sudan and its disastrous human rights
consequences for a half-million indigenous people. The volume traces the historical origins of
Gibe III megadam construction along the Omo River in Ethiopia—in turn, enabling irrigation for
commercial-scale agricultural development and causing radical reduction of downstream Omo
and (Kenya's) Lake Turkana waters. Presenting case studies of indigenous Dasanech and
northernmost Turkana livelihood systems and Gibe III linked impacts on them, the author
predicts agropastoral and fishing economic collapse, region-wide hunger with exposure to
disease epidemics, irreversible natural resource destruction and cross-border interethnic
armed conflict spilling into South Sudan. The book identifies fundamental failings of
government and development bank impact assessments, including their distortion or omission
of mandated transboundary assessment, cumulative effects of the Gibe III dam and its linked
Ethiopia-Kenya energy transmission 'highway' project, key hydrologic and human ecological
characteristics, major earthquake threat in the dam region and widespread expropriation and
political repression. Violations of internationally recognized human rights, especially by the
Ethiopian government but also the Kenyan government, are extensive and on the
increase—with collaboration by the development banks, in breach of their own internal
operational procedures. A policy crossroads has now emerged. The author presents the
alternative to the present looming catastrophe—consideration of development suspension in
order to undertake genuinely independent transboundary assessment and a plan for continued
development action within a human rights framework—forging a sustainable future for the
indigenous peoples now directly threatened and for their respective eastern Africa states.
Claudia Carr’s book is a treasure of detailed information gathered over many years concerning
river basin development of the Omo River in Ethiopia and its impact on the peoples of the
lower Omo Basin and the Lake Turkana region in Kenya. It contains numerous maps, charts,
and photographs not previously available to the public. The book is highly critical of the
environmental and human rights implications of the Omo River hydropower projects on both
the local ethnic communities in Ethiopia and on the downstream Turkana in Kenya. David
Shinn Former Ambassador to Ethiopia and to Burkina Faso Adjust Professor of International
Affairs, The George Washington University, Washington D.C.
Women in Early America, edited by Thomas A. Foster, tells the fascinating stories of the
myriad women who shaped the early modern North American world from the colonial era
through the first years of the Republic. This volume goes beyond the familiar stories of
Pocahontas or Abigail Adams, recovering the lives and experiences of lesser-known
women—both ordinary and elite, enslaved and free, Indigenous and immigrant—who lived and
worked in not only British mainland America, but also New Spain, New France, New
Netherlands, and the West Indies. In these essays we learn about the conditions that women
faced during the Salem witchcraft panic and the Spanish Inquisition in New Mexico; as
indentured servants in early Virginia and Maryland; caught up between warring British and
Native Americans; as traders in New Netherlands and Detroit; as slave owners in Jamaica; as
Loyalist women during the American Revolution; enslaved in the President’s house; and as
students and educators inspired by the air of equality in the young nation. Foster showcases
the latest research of junior and senior historians, drawing from recent scholarship informed by
women’s and gender history—feminist theory, gender theory, new cultural history, social
history, and literary criticism. Collectively, these essays address the need for scholarship on
women’s lives and experiences. Women in Early America heeds the call of feminist scholars
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to not merely reproduce male-centered narratives, “add women, and stir,” but to rethink
master narratives themselves so that we may better understand how women and men created
and developed our historical past.
I congratulate Andebrhan Welde Giorgis on his high quality and extremely informative book
that has not only the merit to be an update on the political situation in Eritrea but also asks the
pertinent questions on the future of his marvelous country. He does it with tact and success,
based on his long experience as freedom fighter, as senior public servant, as Ambassador and
his rich experience of Africa. Each country in Africa must be able to determine its own future.
Freedom, responsibility, control over its destiny, and solidarity, are the key ideas of the new
vision for international cooperation that will help ensure the sustainability of the development
process. The urgent need to create a democratic government resonates throughout the book.
Good governance, respect for human rights, principles of democracy, and rule of law are
essential universal values underpinning it. Andebrhan is one of those men, visionaries, and
open to dialogue, reform and change. Eritrea at a Crossroads is key to understanding the
challenges facing Eritrea and Africa. It is an eye opener on a complex and little understood
crisis that is festering in Africa and holding the continent back. The book provides a solid
intellectual foundation to understanding the region and will give anyone who wants to build a
better future for Africa a great starting point. I congratulate him on this most valuable book
which finds its place among all the lovers of Africa. Louis Michel Member of European
Parliament, European Commissioner for Development and Humanitarian Aid (2004-2009) and
Foreign Minister of Belgium (1999-2004) Freedom fighter, scholar, central banker, diplomat,
and now unhappy exile, no-one could be better placed than Andebrhan Welde Giorgis to trace
Eritrea's distressing slide from triumph to tragedy. It's a harrowing story, but the author tells it
comprehensively, objectively and lucidly in this excellent study. The future can be rescued, as
Andebrhan makes clear, but only if the past is understood, and the present confronted -- by
decent, concerned Eritreans, acting with the moral, political and economic support of the wider
international community. May his voice be heard. Gareth Evans Chancellor, Australian
National University; President, International Crisis Group (2000-09) and Foreign Minister of
Australia (1988-96)
Against the backdrop of China’s mounting influence and North Korea’s growing nuclear
capability and expanding missile arsenal, South Korea faces a set of strategic choices that will
shape its economic prospects and national security. In South Korea at the Crossroads, Scott
A. Snyder examines the trajectory of fifty years of South Korean foreign policy and offers
predictions—and a prescription—for the future. Pairing a historical perspective with a shrewd
understanding of today’s political landscape, Snyder contends that South Korea’s best
strategy remains investing in a robust alliance with the United States. Snyder begins with
South Korea’s effort in the 1960s to offset the risk of abandonment by the United States during
the Vietnam War and the subsequent crisis in the alliance during the 1970s. A series of shifts
in South Korean foreign relations followed: the “Nordpolitik” engagement with the Soviet Union
and China at the end of the Cold War; Kim Dae Jung’s “Sunshine Policy,” designed to bring
North Korea into the international community; “trustpolitik,” which sought to foster diplomacy
with North Korea and Japan; and changes in South Korea’s relationship with the United
States. Despite its rise as a leader in international financial, development, and climate-change
forums, South Korea will likely still require the commitment of the United States to guarantee
its security. Although China is a tempting option, Snyder argues that only the United States is
both credible and capable in this role. South Korea remains vulnerable relative to other
regional powers in northeast Asia despite its rising profile as a middle power, and it must
balance the contradiction of desirable autonomy and necessary alliance.
Collects essays contributed by historians describing thirty-one specific days which altered
American history, including the Great Awakening of 1740, the Seneca Falls Convention, and
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San Francisco's "Human Be-in" gathering.
"In addition to assessing existing conditions and knowledge, the IAASTD uses a simple set of
model projections to look at the future, based on knowledge from past events and existing
trends such as population growth, rural/urban food and poverty dynamics, loss of agricultural
land, water availability, and climate change effects. This set of volumes comprises the findings
of the IAASTD. It consists of a Global Report, a brief Synthesis Report, and 5 subglobal
reports. Taken as a whole, the IAASTD reports are an indispensable reference for anyone
working in the field of agriculture and rural development, whether at the level of basic research,
policy, or practice."--BOOK JACKET.
In order for the United States to maintain the global leadership and competitiveness in science
and technology that are critical to achieving national goals, we must invest in research,
encourage innovation, and grow a strong and talented science and technology workforce.
Expanding Underrepresented Minority Participation explores the role of diversity in the science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) workforce and its value in keeping America
innovative and competitive. According to the book, the U.S. labor market is projected to grow
faster in science and engineering than in any other sector in the coming years, making minority
participation in STEM education at all levels a national priority. Expanding Underrepresented
Minority Participation analyzes the rate of change and the challenges the nation currently faces
in developing a strong and diverse workforce. Although minorities are the fastest growing
segment of the population, they are underrepresented in the fields of science and engineering.
Historically, there has been a strong connection between increasing educational attainment in
the United States and the growth in and global leadership of the economy. Expanding
Underrepresented Minority Participation suggests that the federal government, industry, and
post-secondary institutions work collaboratively with K-12 schools and school systems to
increase minority access to and demand for post-secondary STEM education and technical
training. The book also identifies best practices and offers a comprehensive road map for
increasing involvement of underrepresented minorities and improving the quality of their
education. It offers recommendations that focus on academic and social support, institutional
roles, teacher preparation, affordability and program development.

Having celebrated its 70th year of independence in 2018, Sri Lanka, a
strategically-positioned island nation, now finds itself with the potential to be a
super connector in fast-developing Asia. While carving out a place for itself in the
international arena, Sri Lanka has simultaneously had to look inwards to recover
and rebuild its potential, bruised by an era of colonial rule and nearly 30 years of
a civil war, with two youth insurrections.This book examines these twin
dimensions. First, how Sri Lanka is negotiating its international reach and the
spheres of influence that extend from other Asian and world powers, and second,
how the country is engaging in nation-building, from days of racial riots to ones of
peace-building, reconciliation, more robust governance, and the development of
cyber security.Written from the perspective of a Sri Lankan academic and the
head of the national security think tank, this book offers insights into how the
country has addressed its post-conflict as well as geopolitical challenges,
navigated through domestic politics, and ramped up peace-building efforts, to
now reach a junction where it can put its foot firmly on the road to prosperity in a
new Asian world order.
Every society throughout history has defined what counts as work and what
doesn’t. And more often than not, those lines of demarcation are inextricable
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from considerations of gender. What Is Work? offers a multi-disciplinary
approach to understanding labor within the highly gendered realm of household
economies. Drawing from scholarship on gender history, economic sociology,
family history, civil law, and feminist economics, these essays explore the
changing and often contested boundaries between what was and is considered
work in different Euro-American contexts over several centuries, with an eye to
the ambiguities and biases that have shaped mainstream conceptions of work
across all social sectors.
On the eve of the Seven Years' War in North America, the British crown
convened the Albany Congress, an Anglo-Iroquois treaty conference, in response
to a crisis that threatened imperial expansion. British authorities hoped to
address the impending collapse of Indian trade and diplomacy in the northern
colonies, a problem exacerbated by uncooperative, resistant colonial
governments. In the first book on the subject in more than forty-five years,
Timothy J. Shannon definitively rewrites the historical record on the Albany
Congress. Challenging the received wisdom that has equated the Congress and
the plan of colonial union it produced with the origins of American independence,
Shannon demonstrates conclusively the Congress's importance in the wider
context of Britain's eighteenth-century Atlantic empire. In the process, the author
poses a formidable challenge to the Iroquois Influence Thesis. The Six Nations,
he writes, had nothing to do with the drafting of the Albany Plan, which borrowed
its model of constitutional union not from the Iroquois but from the colonial
delegates' British cousins. Far from serving as a dress rehearsal for the
Constitutional Convention, the Albany Congress marked, for colonists and
Iroquois alike, a passage from an independent, commercial pattern of
intercultural relations to a hierarchical, bureaucratic imperialism wielded by a
distant authority.
In Pakistan at the Crossroads, top international scholars assess Pakistan's
politics and economics and the challenges faced by its civil and military leaders
domestically and diplomatically. Contributors examine the state's handling of
internal threats, tensions between civilians and the military, strategies of political
parties, police and law enforcement reform, trends in judicial activism, the rise of
border conflicts, economic challenges, financial entanglements with foreign
powers, and diplomatic relations with India, China, Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Afghanistan, and the United States. In addition to ethnic strife in Baluchistan and
Karachi, terrorist violence in Pakistan in response to the American-led military
intervention in Afghanistan and in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas by
means of drones, as well as to Pakistani army operations in the Pashtun area,
has reached an unprecedented level. There is a growing consensus among state
leaders that the nation's main security threats may come not from India but from
its spiraling internal conflicts, though this realization may not sufficiently dissuade
the Pakistani army from targeting the country's largest neighbor. This volume is
therefore critical to grasping the sophisticated interplay of internal and external
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forces complicating the country's recent trajectory.
Macau, New Orleans, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, and San Francisco. All of these
metropolitan centers were once frontier cities, urban areas irrevocably shaped by
cross-cultural borderland beginnings. Spanning a wide range of periods and
locations, and including stories of eighteenth-century Detroit, nineteenth-century
Seattle, and twentieth-century Los Angeles, Frontier Cities recovers the history of
these urban places and shows how, from the start, natives and newcomers alike
shared streets, buildings, and interwoven lives. Not only do frontier cities embody
the earliest matrix of the American urban experience; they also testify to the
intersections of colonial, urban, western, and global history. The twelve essays in
this collection paint compelling portraits of frontier cities and their inhabitants: the
French traders who bypassed imperial regulations by throwing casks of brandy
over the wall to Indian customers in eighteenth-century Montreal; Isaac
Friedlander, San Francisco's "Grain King"; and Adrien de Pauger, who designed
the Vieux Carré in New Orleans. Exploring the economic and political networks,
imperial ambitions, and personal intimacies of frontier city development, this
collection demonstrates that these cities followed no mythic line of settlement,
nor did they move lockstep through a certain pace or pattern of evolution. An
introduction puts the collection in historical context, and the epilogue ponders the
future of frontier cities in the midst of contemporary globalization. With innovative
concepts and a rich selection of maps and images, Frontier Cities imparts a
crucial untold chapter in the construction of urban history and place.
Crossroads is an English/Language Arts series for grades 7 to 10, developed by
a team of educators from across Canada. This series provides a developmental
approach to instruction over the four grades, and reflects congruence with all
Canadian curricula, while meeting a wide range of student interests.
Benefits/Features: Organized thematically - 6 themes Alternate Table of Contents
indicates genre and alternate themes, allowing organizational flexibility "Goals at
a Glance" boxes focus students on the key expectations/outcomes "Strategy"
boxes offer practical suggestions for activities that focus on writing, media
studies, and literary analysis "Focus on Process" pages provide in-depth, how-to
guides for the processes of writing and other language strands "Student
Response" activities for each selection focus on writing, reading comprehension,
and oral comprehension "End of Unit" activities provide a basis for formative
evaluation covering all aspects of the curriculum
Divides North America into nine powers, and explains the cultural, ethnic, and
geographic identities of each
In Great Crossings: Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in the Age of Jackson, prizewinning historian Christina Snyder reinterprets the history of Jacksonian America.
Most often, this drama focuses on whites who turned west to conquer a
continent, extending "liberty" as they went. Great Crossings also includes Native
Americans from across the continent seeking new ways to assert anciently-held
rights and people of African descent who challenged the United States to live up
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to its ideals. These diverse groups met in an experimental community in central
Kentucky called Great Crossings, home to the first federal Indian school and a
famous interracial family. Great Crossings embodied monumental changes then
transforming North America. The United States, within the span of a few
decades, grew from an East Coast nation to a continental empire. The territorial
growth of the United States forged a multicultural, multiracial society, but that
diversity also sparked fierce debates over race, citizenship, and America's
destiny. Great Crossings, a place of race-mixing and cultural exchange, emerged
as a battleground. Its history provides an intimate view of the ambitions and
struggles of Indians, settlers, and slaves who were trying to secure their place in
a changing world. Through deep research and compelling prose, Snyder
introduces us to a diverse range of historical actors: Richard Mentor Johnson, the
politician who reportedly killed Tecumseh and then became schoolmaster to the
sons of his former foes; Julia Chinn, Johnson's enslaved concubine, who fought
for her children's freedom; and Peter Pitchlynn, a Choctaw intellectual who, even
in the darkest days of Indian removal, argued for the future of Indian nations.
Together, their stories demonstrate how this era transformed colonizers and the
colonized alike, sowing the seeds of modern America.
Its opponents call it part of "the lunatic fringe," a justification for "black
separateness," "the most embarrassing trend in American publishing." "It" is
Critical Race Theory. But what is Critical Race Theory? How did it develop?
Where does it stand now? Where should it go in the future? In this volume, thirtyone CRT scholars present their views on the ideas and methods of CRT, its role
in academia and in the culture at large, and its past, present, and future. Critical
race theorists assert that both the procedures and the substance of American law
are structured to maintain white privilege. The neutrality and objectivity of the law
are not just unattainable ideals; they are harmful actions that obscure the law's
role in protecting white supremacy. This notion—so obvious to some, so
unthinkable to others—has stimulated and divided legal thinking in this country
and, increasingly, abroad. The essays in Crossroads, Directions, and a New
Critical Race Theory—all original—address this notion in a variety of helpful and
exciting ways. They use analysis, personal experience, historical narrative, and
many other techniques to explain the importance of looking critically at how race
permeates our national consciousness.
In Empire's Crossroads, Carrie Gibson offers readers a vivid, authoritative and
action-packed history of the Caribbean. For Gibson, everything was created in
the West Indies: the Europe of today, its financial foundations built with sugar
money: the factories and mills built as a result of the work of slaves thousands of
miles away; the idea of true equality as espoused in Saint Domingue in the
1790s; the slow progress to independence; and even globalization and migration,
with the ships passing to and fro taking people and goods in all possible
directions, hundreds of years before the term 'globalization' was coined. From
Cuba to Haiti, from Dominica to Martinique, from Jamaica to Trinidad, the story of
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the Caribbean is not simply the story of slaves and masters - but of fortuneseekers and pirates, scientists and servants, travellers and tourists. It is not only
a story of imperial expansion - European and American - but of global
connections, and also of life as it is lived in the islands, both in the past and
today.
Crossroads of Cuisine offers history of food and cultural exchanges in and
around Central Asia. It discusses geographical base, and offers historical and
cultural overview. A photo essay binds it all together. The book offers new views
of the past.
'Memoirs of such richness are rare . . . a joy' JAMES NAUGHTIE 'A remarkable
personal journey, by one of the great political correspondents of our world eloquent, enlightening, exhilarating' PHILIPPE SANDS A trailblazer for women in
journalism, Hella Pick arrived in Britain in 1939 as a child refugee from Austria.
Over nearly four decades she covered the volatile global scene, first in West
Africa, followed by America and long periods in Europe. In her thirty-five years
with the Guardian she reported on the end of Empire in West Africa, the
assassination of President Kennedy, Martin Luther King's march from Selma to
Montgomery, the Vietnam peace negotiation in Paris, the 1968 student revolt in
France, the birth of the Solidarity movement in Poland, and the closing stages of
the Cold War. A request for coffee on board a Soviet ship anchored in Malta led
to a chat with Mikhail Gorbachev. A request for an interview with Willy Brandt led
to a personal friendship that enabled her to come to terms with Germany's Nazi
past. Her book is also a clarion call for preserving professionalism in journalism
at a time when social media muddy the waters between fact and fiction, and
between reporting and commentary. INVISIBLE WALLS tells the dramatic story
of how a Kindertransport survivor won the trust and sometimes the friendship of
world leaders, and with them a wide range of remarkable men and women. It
speaks frankly of personal heartache and of a struggle over her Jewish identity. It
is also the intensely touching story of how, despite a gift for friendship and
international recognised achievements as a woman journalist, a continuing sense
of personal insecurity has confronted her with a series of invisible walls.
Rich and diverse narratives of Indigenous Toronto, past and present Beneath
many major North American cities rests a deep foundation of Indigenous history
that has been colonized, paved over, and, too often, silenced. Few of its current
inhabitants know that Toronto has seen twelve thousand years of uninterrupted
Indigenous presence and nationhood in this region, along with a vibrant culture
and history that thrives to this day. With contributions by Indigenous Elders,
scholars, journalists, artists, and historians, this unique anthology explores the
poles of cultural continuity and settler colonialism that have come to define
Toronto as a significant cultural hub and intersection that was also known as a
Meeting Place long before European settlers arrived. "This book is a reflection of
endurance and a helpful corrective to settler fantasies. It tells a more balanced
account of our communities, then and now. It offers the space for us to reclaim
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our ancestors’ language and legacy, rewriting ourselves back into a landscape
from which non Indigenous historians have worked hard to erase us. But we are
there in the skyline and throughout the GTA, along the coast and in all
directions." -- from the introduction by Hayden King
Examines the political, economic, and social transformation Mexico has
undergone in recent decades, and argues that the United States' antagonistic
policy toward the nation is doing more harm than good.
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Child. This report celebrates the achievements of the past three decades and
highlights the critical work that remains. It presents data on several key issues where
progress is stalling or reversing: child mortality, immunization, climate change,
education participation, child marriage, and urbanization. The report also advocates for
all stakeholders to recommit to the Convention, stepping up their efforts to fulfil its
promise in the next 30 years.
Using the notion of ‘crossroads’ to provide a unique lens through which to examine the
realities of rural crime, Crossroads of Rural Crime provides an understanding of the
nature of rural life and ways in which transgression manifests itself in the context of a
presumed rural-urban divide.
The U.S.-Mexico borderlands have long supported a web of relationships that
transcend the U.S. and Mexican nations. While national histories have tended to
overlook these complex connections, Continental Crossroads rewrites borderlands
history by focusing on them. The contributors to this collection chronicle the
transnational processes that bound Mexico and the United States together during the
borderlands' formative era-from the early nineteenth century into the 1940s. Book
jacket.
"Higher education in Latin America and the Caribbean has expanded dramatically in the
past 15 years, as the average gross enrollment rate has more than doubled, and many
new institutions and programs have been opened. Although higher education access
has become more equitable, and higher education supply has become more varied,
many of the 'new' students in the system are, on average, less academically ready than
are their more advantaged counterparts. Furthermore, only half of higher education
students, on average, complete their degree, and labor market returns to higher
education vary greatly across institutions and programs. Thus, higher education is at a
crossroads today. Given the region's urgency to raise productivity in a low-growth,
fiscally constrained environment, going past this crossroads requires the formation of
skilled human capital fast and efficiently. 'At a Crossroads: Higher Education in Latin
America and the Caribbean' contributes to the discussion by studying quality, variety,
and equity of higher education in Latin America and the Caribbean. The book presents
comprehensive evidence on the recent higher education expansion and evolution of
higher education labor market returns. Using novel data and state-of-the-art methods, it
studies demand and supply drivers of the recent expansion. It investigates the behavior
of institutions and students and explores the unintended consequences of large-scale
higher education policies. Framing the analysis are the singular characteristics of the
higher education market and the market segmentation induced by the variety of
students and institutions in the system. At this crossroads, a role emerges for
incentives, information, accountability, and choice."
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International Education at the Crossroads captures the essence and complexity of
international education in an interconnected and globalized world. Written by leading
scholars, international educators, and policy makers, the 26 essays in this volume take
stock of the unpredictable landscape of international education and demonstrate why
international higher education is more essential now than ever before. Responding to a
timely global moment where education and international engagement are being
redefined and practiced in new ways, the authors call for a reconsideration of
paradigms and critical reflection of the entire field of international education. At the
same time, the authors show how international education is an imperative for the future
of learning and the world, and also, crucially, that this work cannot be done in a silo.
International Education at the Crossroads offers readers a chance to join in the
conversation that is as global as it is meaningful in communities, the lives of learners,
and institutions around the world. International education requires that everyone the
world over work together to produce new knowledge, to navigate the "crossroads," and
to collectively chart the directions in which the field will move into the future.
The volume describes the worldwide state of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and possible ways
forward. Marking the 30 years of AIDS, the report takes stock of the changes occurred
in the AIDS epidemic and responses since the condition was first diagnosed in 1981. It
also features commentaries from 15 leaders in the global AIDS response, including
South Africa's President Jacob Zuma, former United States President Bill Clinton,
former President of Brazil Luiz Inâacio Lula da Silva, singer Angelique Kidjo and
formerUN Secretary-General Kofi Annan. It covers a wide range of areas, including the
results achieved by HIV prevention efforts, the record number of people starting
lifesaving treatment and the decline in resources for HIV. It also draws attention to the
significant challenges remaining such as the gender inequalities and the increasing HIV
prevalence among key populations at higher risk of infection.
In the late nineteenth century the borderlands between the United States, the British
Empire in Canada, and the Asia-Pacific Rim emerged as a crossroads of the Pacific
world. In Pacific Connections, Kornel Chang tells the dramatic stories of the laborers,
merchants, smugglers, and activists who crossed these borders into the twentieth
century, and the American and British empire-builders who countered them by
hardening racial and national lines. But even as settler societies attempted to control
the processes of imperial integration, their project fractured under its contradictions.
Migrant workers and radical activists pursued a transnational politics through the very
networks that made empire possible. Charting the U.S.-Canadian borderlands from
above and below, Chang reveals the messiness of imperial formation and the struggles
it spawned from multiple locations and through different actors across the Pacific world.
Pacific Connections is the winner of the Outstanding Book in History award from the
Association for Asian American Studies and is a finalist for the John Hope Franklin
Book Prize from the American Studies Association.

A prominent former neoconservative and author of "The End of History and the
Last Man" explains why the Iraqi war was a mistake and outlines new directions
for American foreign policy.
Historically, few topics have proven to be so controversial in international
intellectual property as the protection of geographical indications (GIs). The
adoption of TRIPS in 1994 did not resolve disagreements, and countries
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worldwide continue to quarrel today as to the nature, the scope, and the
enforcement of GI protection nationally and internationally. Thus far, however,
there is little literature addressing GI protection from the point of view of the AsiaPacific region, even though countries in this region have actively discussed the
topic and in several instances have promoted GIs as a mechanism to foster local
development and safeguard local culture. This book, edited by renowned
intellectual property scholars, fills the void in the current literature and offers a
variety of contributions focusing on the framework and effects of GI protection in
the Asia-Pacific region. The book is available as Open Access.
This book explores the instrumental manipulation of citizenship and narrowing
definitions of national-belonging which refract political struggles in Zimbabwe,
Cote d'Ivoire, Cameroon, Somalia, Tanzania, and South Africa, where conflicts
are legitimated through claims of exclusionary nationhood and redefinitions of
citizenship.
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